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Introduction
The global problems of overpopulation, poverty, unemployment, the economic crisis, racial and
religious conflicts, pollution, climate change, the destruction of the environment, the waste of
natural resources, crime, corruption, and terror clearly indicate that all our basic ideas and
institutions are obsolete and bankrupt. The total disintegration of power, the lack of political will,
and the lack of unity in action have created anarchy, chaos, and insecurity of global proportions.
Here is the "Big Picture," a provocation to think the "unthinkable" about liberalism, nationalism,
monetarist-commercialism, religion, and the family: these are the greatest obstacles to the
progress of mankind. We need a wake-up call from the slumber and inertia of the dialectical
anarchism of modernity.
The dominant ideological vacuum created by pragmatism, which rejects extreme or radical
solutions, creates paralysis, stagnation, and uncertainty because it denies the ultimate causes of
the crisis of the global political-economic system.
The ideas discussed here are deliberately shocking and biased, and intended to be guiding
imperatives or predictions for the future. The age of correctitudes, balancing acts, moderations,
dialogues, mediations, and palliatives is over!
See the writing on the wall: totalitarian global socialism will have the last laugh!

Failure of Liberal Democracy
Sovereignity of the people is both an anarchist and a fascist idea: it creates internal conflicts and
legitimizes opposition and rebellion; it implies national independence and liberation by military
force, causing war and international tensions. Patriotism is the root of fascism. The dictator
embodies the will of the people. Representation is a sham: the elected politician represents
himself, not the people. The result: the people are alienated and become apathetic, and the
government is paralyzed and deadlocked. Modernity is the age of failed states, producing ratrace politics and the legitimation of power by plebiscite. Liberal indvidualism is the law of the
jungle. A free man is an animal. Miss Liberty is a trollop.

Failure of Social Democracy
The welfare state parasitism of unemployment, retirement and social aid has created huge budget
deficits, monetarist profligacy, and a wave of state bankruptcies. This is middle-roader
opportunism through popularity. Seekers, by trying to please everybody, betrayed the working
class, impoverished the middle class, and caused a general disenchantment among voters.
Charity socialism of populist democracy is doomed to extinction because it lacks the political
will to execute radical measures, for fear of social unrest. All attempts to equalize wealth and
eradicate poverty, while safeguarding civil liberties, property rights, and the market economy,
are doomed to failure.

Collapse of Marxist Socialism
Soviet and Maoist socialism did not create poverty; it inherited it from the previous social
system. Its failure to modernize and compete with western capitalism was due to nationalist
isolation from western capital and technology. Soviet socialism was phoney socialism; it was a
war-economy, concentrating on heavy industry, producing military hardware, and totally
neglecting consumerism. The cold-war hysteria and arms race were started by the formation of
NATO, an instrument of American imperialism. It was ended by Gorbachev, who was a great
man and whose intelligence was far superior to that of Reagan, who was a political idiot. The
collapse of the Soviet Union, and subsequent economic privatization, were tragic mistakes,
degenerating into total anarchy. Maoist socialism, a mixture of dogmatic Marxism and
xenophobia was a disaster. The Chinese leadership skillfully managed the transition to a market
economy, taking advantage of globalization, beating the U.S. at its own game, and rejecting
liberal democracy. However, the socialist market economy will be unsustainable, due to the
unacceptable inequality in the distribution of wealth. True socialism and a market economy are
incompatible; the balancing act will have to be discarded—hopefully in favor of socialism.
Liberal democracy and free market capitalism are driving mankind to the brink of an abyss by
destroying the planet, causing economic inbalances, financial crises, poverty, and total
uncertainty and unpredictability. The only power able to save mankind and our planet is the
military, because it is the most undemocratic and therefore the most perfect, machine-like
organization, which serves as a model for social life in general. Will the armies of the world
assume their historical mission to unite by forming a supreme global command, taking total
control of civilian life, and declaring a global state of emergency under martial law?
The mantras of our century:
Unity, Security, Efficiency; USEful, Useless; Liberty, Equality, Fraternity.
What is good for the army is good for the people.
Human rights: work, health, housing, education, lifetime security.

PART I: PHILOSOPHY
What is philosophy?
Philosophy is ideology or the theory of principles: either metaphysical-religious, which is false,
or scientific-positivist, which is true. They contradict each other, and are impossible to reconcile.
It is neither literature nor science, but, essentially, politics.

Basic principles
The world of being consists of ideas and concepts (substances).
a. Ideas are correlative pairs of contraries, indefinable, cannot be reduced, deduced or
synthesized, and used only as predicates. They include the traditional transcendentals, the
categories, and the vast field of sensible qualities: being/nothing, life/death, quality/quantity,
right/wrong, true/false, etc.
They form the structure of knowledge, and always already presupposed, are not universals, and
formed by negation, not abstraction.
b. Concepts or substances are definable entities, capable of being both subjects and predicates,
and make up the field of genus and species, syllogism, and identity and difference. Only a
concept can be a logical subject of a statement. All concepts are universals.
c. Since ideas are contraries, ideologies are based on negatives and extremes of either/or: good or
evil, right or wrong, private or public, unity or plurality, etc. Furthermore, ideologies dominate
social-political systems and determine history through sudden, gradual, or partial reversals.

The mistakes of metaphysics
1. Reducing contraries to difference or identity.
2. Using ideas as subjects of statements and trying to define them with other ideas: e.g., the will
is free; mind is unextended; the real is rational, etc. These are pseudo-definitions or synonyms.
3. Grounding the world in one or two absolutes: god, spirit, ego, matter, substance, idea,
mind/body, noumenon/phenomenon, appearance/reality, intellect/will, etc.
4. Assuming ideas are universals formed by abstraction. The result is a number of pseudoproblems: What are being, knowledge, consciousness, truth, justice, freedom, mind, matter, etc.?

Body and mind

Only humans have mental life; mental is a defining quality, separating humans from other
animals. Mental states and acts cannot be reduced to behaviour. Identifying the mental with the
ego or with consciousness is a mistake.
All mental predicates are ideas: remember/forget, belief/doubt, pain/pleasure, etc. The mind
dissolves into a bundle of ideas, predicated of man as their subject or substance.
Both dualism and reductionism/monism (materialist or idealist) err by trying to conceptualize the
mind or body as substances, making their interaction inexplicable. For philosophy, the real
dichotomy is between nature and culture.
The metaphysical dichotomies of body and mind, natural causality and human freedom, are
totally false and anti-scientific. Thinking, imagination, and feelings are essentially cultural
phenomena, based on the body.
Consciousness and knowledge refer to being or world, and are not predicates of mind. The
interaction of the mental and the physical (bodily) is a scientific problem, not a philosophical
one.

Being and Knowledge: What is being?
Being (or world) and knowledge are co-referential, formed by the negation of nothing or the
negation of the unknown, respectively. There can be no concepts of being or of knowledge, nor
can they be used as predicates. What is being? is a reflexive question, which means that the
question is the answer: what is is being, or being is what is.
Since knowledge is not a predicate, there is no transcendental subject. Every concept (or
substance) is a subject of knowledge. Man can be a subject, of course, for the various sciences,
but a transcendental or absolute ego must be rejected. If man were the subject of knowledge, the
world would be an object dependent on the human ego, and epistemological absurdities would
follow. Subjects and predicates are grammatical terms corresponding to concepts (substances)
and their qualities or attributes.
Knowledge has no need of a foundation. We have immediate, sensible knowledge of ideas and
concepts, which make up the world. There is no representative knowledge.
Knowledge is of the true and the real; otherwise, it would not be knowledge, but deception. The
known and the unknown do not qualify things, but refer to man. The unknown does not change
by becoming known. The world we know is real; things can appear and disappear, but remain
real. The real is opposed to fiction, not to appearance. Epistemology created a false dichotomy,
based on the subject/object opposition. All epistemological problems are pseudo-problems.

World and Language
Language is a system of names, not signs. Names are arbitrary, and identify meaningful things as
referents. To mean is to refer. The world is meaningful in itself; we sense ideas and concepts. It

took knowledge to create language. There is one world, but many languages. If language created
meaning, translation would be impossible. Language is an artifact, an instrument of
communication. The essence of language is truth, which is the linguistic expression of
knowledge. Naming is appropriation, because every concept or idea is appropriated to a name.
Of course, there is not always a one-to-one correspondence between a name and the thing, and
there need not be, since a meaning can have many expressions, and vice versa. If a word has no
real referent, it is empty, thus not a name: e.g., God, angel, hell, etc.
It is a grave mistake to define language as a system of signs. Contrary to names, signs are not
arbitrary, but causal in nature and motivated. A sign or symbol is meaningful in itself, separable
from the signified, have sensible qualities. For example, smoke is a sign of fire, or the Eiffel
Tower is a sign of Paris. It makes sense to ask, what is the sign of Paris?; but it is senseless to
ask, what is the name of Paris?
We have complete control over language as a conventional instrument, since it is always
changing, developing. Since knowledge is independent of language, a change of name does not
affect the thing or concept. Language liberates thinking to imagine, question, and criticize just
about everything. The prison house of language is an absurd idea.
There can be no definition of name, reference, sense, or meaning, since these are meta-ideas. As
an instrument, a language can be rated as superior or inferior, convenient, precise, practical, rich
or poor in vocabulary and expressions, etc., reflecting the level of culture.
Language is not a picture, representation, or mirror of the world; it does not order or transform it
according the conceptual schemes. Logical positivism and all other philosophies of language
must be rejected as ideologies of democratic nationalism, using language as an ultimate ground
to solve philosophical problems. Ordinary language is not all right. The medium is not the
message.

Thought and Knowledge
Language presupposes knowledge; in order to learn to speak, we have to have a certain amount
of knowledge. Language is a kind of knowledge, enabling us to think. While knowledge is true
and certain, thinking includes beliefs, opinions, imagination, and can be mistaken. Animals have
enough knowledge to survive, but they cannot think because they cannot speak. If language is an
instrument, then knowledge and thought cannot be the same.
We have some knowledge before we learn to speak, which is why we learn our mother tongue
effortlessly. Kant was aware of the difference: "I think must be able to accompany all my
representations." Yet, he never doubted the unity of thought and knowledge and became
entangled in epistemological absurdities.
Instead of "I think, therefore I am," we should say: I know that I am. The supremacy of the ego
in modern philosophy was the result of confusing knowledge with thought, raising the problem
of the objectivity of knowledge.

Truth
There can be no definition or theory of truth, only the truth of definition or theory. Truth is
indefinable; it is simply the contrary of falsehood. The laws of logic are about truths.
Every statement, question, or imperative is either true or false, or reducible to those. There is no
third alternative. The meaningless or the absurd simply does not exist.

Universals and Individuals
Concepts or substances are subjects of predicates, definable identities. All universals or essences
differ from one another.
Individuals are opposed to the universal as one to all. Contrary to Aristotle, individuals are not
substances, and have no more primacy or reality than universals. The nominalism/realism
controversy is about a pseudo-problem. Nominalism is incoherent: if universals are names only,
then the individual is a collection of names that have no more reality than universals.
Nominalists falsely equate the real with the sensible and the concrete. Individuals differ from
each other, but have the same universal essence.
Proper names give individuals only nominal identities. All descriptive predicates about
individual subjects are accidental, and do not constitute their essences. The individual is an
abstraction from the universal, not a totality (contra Hegel).

Causality and Necessity
Freedom is negation or privation; therefore, the expressions free will or free choice are selfcontradictory. The idea of willing means determination.
Man is condemned to will or to choose, but not freely. The true contraries of necessity are
accidental or unnecessary. There are no uncaused events or facts.
Causal necessity is conditional, not logical, and implies contingency. The effect necessarily
follows the cause, but a chain of events can be judged both necessary and accidental, depending
on our point of view. Factual existence always implies contingency. Reason and necessity
determine human existence; freedom is the negation of both. There is no reason or law in nature,
only irrational facts of causal relations.

Appearance and Reality
The opposition between appearance and reality is a false metaphysical opposition, and should be
replaced by the dual contraries of appearance/disappearance and reality/fiction. The real can
appear or disappear, but remains real. The epistemological claim that knowledge is only about
appearances is absurd, because it allows no knowledge of the real, but only of deceptive fiction.

There is no medium between the real and the fictitious. Reality cannot be graded: there is no
ultimate reality, no more or less real.

Matter and Form
The proper contrary is form and content, not form and matter. Form is not a negation of matter;
formless matter is an absurdity. Matter is not a philosophical idea at all, and should be used only
in its trivial sense: subject-matter, raw-material, etc., and left to science to define. It is a mistake
to equate matter with the sensible, and form (idea) with the intelligible. Both materialism and
idealism must be rejected.

Quality and Quantity
All sensible qualities are indefinable ideas predicated of concepts or substances. The traditional
division of primary and secondary qualities is absurd, since matter is indefinable. Qualities can
be essential or accidental attributes: e.g., yellow is an essential quality of gold, but accidental as a
color of a rose. All qualities have extremes and intermediates; some can be measured. Quantity is
indifferent to quality, and includes all the ideas of numbers as well as some contraries:
one/many, more/less, whole/part, odd/even, infinite/finite, etc. The conventional idea of measure
serves to quantify qualities, change, motion, and distance. All qualities are concretely sensible,
but numbers are abstract ideas. Quantity never becomes quality (contra Hegel).

Time and Space
Time is the measure of change and motion by circular movement. It contains a number of
contraries: before/after, now/then, soon/late, past/present/future, slow/fast, etc. The reality of
time is the reality of change.
Space is the extensionality of empty and full in three dimensions, measured by units of distance.
Like time, it is an attribute of the real and not a form of sensibility. It contains a series of
contraries: here/there, near/far, right/left, up/down, etc. Space is timeless, the contrary of time.
Space and time are infinite, and are the basic attributes of being or world. Both are quantified
abstractions from experience, and not a priori forms of sensibility (contra Kant).

Religion
Religion is a kind of metaphysical-literary fiction: fanatical, thoughtless ignorance, worship,
rituals, and prayers are used to invoke magical miracles of blessing and salvation.
In monotheism, man is degraded, humiliated by being subjected to divine will, deprived of his
rational will to know, to think, to develop and progress, and condemned to a miserable existence.
In Greco-Roman polytheism, the divinities were useful servants of man; in monotheism, man is
liberated and becomes a sinner, tormented by the fear of hell, divine punishment, and repentance.

In oriental religions, the will is free to negate desire, which is believed to be the cause of
suffering. In Hinduism, man is essentially a kind of animal with a transmigrating soul; in
Buddhism, he wills a state of comatose passivity, or mystical union with the universe.
Freedom of will is a religious, metaphysical idea, based on the immortality of the soul. It is
designed to control desire, the cause of suffering, in order to obtain salvation. In truth, there is no
soul or freedom of will. Suffering is the cause of desire, which can be satisfied, but never
suppressed: the will is not a master, but a servant of desire.
Morality is based on necessity and reason, not freedom.
Religion has been a major obstacle to human progress in general, and science in particular. It has
been a major cause of national-ethnic conflicts and wars. Anything that divides us will perish;
religion divides us; only science can unite us.
The ideas of religion are all counter-intuitive, and therefore false: creation ex nihilo, immortality,
divine providence, freedom of the will, intelligent and rational design of the universe, miracles,
the illusory nature of sensible reality, divine justice, a transcendent or supersensible world, etc.
Religion does not think; only science thinks and knows the truth. They totally contradict each
other, as fact and fiction.
Liberalism saved religion from extinction, which is the irony of modernity, since liberalism
started as humanism against religious intolerance and ignorance.

The Idea of God
God is the most absurd metaphysical idea, contrary to logic, reason, common sense, and science.
There is no unconditioned First Cause: cause and effect are correlative and presuppose each
other, therefore causa sui is an absurd idea. It follows that creation ex nihilo is impossible, since
action presupposes an acted-upon matter.
Furthermore, divine creation includes the idea of intelligent design of an artisticly perfect,
beautiful, totally transparent, and rational world without contraries, change, motion, death,
destruction, evil, suffering, and waste. But the world is full of contraries, oppositions, wasteful
cycles, and irrational, chaotic complexities. Change and evolution are obvious facts,
contradicting the fiction of creation, which entails a timeless, static, finished, and perfect world.
There is time, therefore there is no God.
God is a subject of ideal predicates, like absolute being and the like, which would make Him a
kind of being, a definable substance, which is absurd, because God has no genus. Since being is
neither a subject nor a predicate, it has no genus. Also, absolute, first, necessary, and highest are
ideas only applicable as adventitious predicates of universal concepts or substances, as
constituent parts of the world, according to the first principle of logic.

Man invented God to gain immortality, salvation, and good fortune through prayers, sacrifices,
servitude, and martyrdom. In politics, God has been used to legitimate power and terror, using
the idea of representation. God is not dead yet, but terminally ill. If God existed, it would be so
obvious, that nobody would doubt it enough to require proof.

Critical Remarks: Plato
Plato created the false contraries of appearance/reality and sensible/intelligible. He ignored the
essential difference between the concepts of substances and ideas, which are indefinable. We can
equally sense ideas as well as concepts, and reason about them. We form opinions about ideas
and sense the good, the just, the beautiful, etc. To define ideas as forms is incoherent because
form is itself an idea. Our perceptions are always intelligible.
The traditional metaphysical problems are results of Plato’s false dichotomies, and his insistence
on defining the most common ideas: truth, justice, the good, knowledge, soul, etc. His attempt to
conceptualize ideas was a failure, and created a lot of pseudo problems.

Aristotle
Misled by grammar, Aristotle defined the subject as substance, and mistakenly defined the
individual as primary, and the universal as secondary substance, which is incoherent. Obviously,
individuality is a negation of universality; it has only the nominal identity of a proper name,
described by common names of universals as accidental predicates, but no definable essence.
Only a universal is a true subject, a definable identity of a substance; there is no individual
substance.
His second mistake was to define contraries as the greatest possible difference; the contrariness
of possible/impossible and identity/difference is already presupposed by the definition. The
form/matter dichotomy is false; formless matter is absurd, as is pure potential.

Scholastic Realism versus Nominalism
The controversy between realism and nominalism is a pseudo problem: reality has no essence or
nature. There can be no concept of reality, only the reality of concepts or essences and
individuals. Neither can be more real than the other, because reality cannot be quantified. By
mistakenly attributing reality only to sensible particulars, nominalism renders them unknowable;
there can be no true or real definition without universals. Nominalism wrongly equates
universals with empty names and abstraction.

Descartes
Universal doubt is incoherent: certainty is presupposed with it.
Descartes failed to differentiate between organic and inorganic matter, defining it in
geometric/mechanical terms.

Making the ego transcendental and man the subject of knowledge (as a thinking substance)
created a host of epistemological pseudo problems.
"I think, therefore I am," is a tautology, which makes the ego’s existence real, but that of the
world doubtful. The result is solipsism, an untenable absurdity. In spite of being largely
discredited, cartesianism is still the metaphysical foundation for religion and the liberal
anarchism of individualism, based on the idea of a ghost-in-the machine.

Kant
Kant's critical philosophy is based on the traditional dichotomy: appearance/representation
versus reality-in-itself. Defining the categories as prior, universal, and necessary is incoherent,
because they are also included in the categories of quantity and modality. It is absurd to oppose
concepts, as empty, to sensibility, as blind.
Why is vision, the primary sense, blind? What would an "empty" concept be like? How can
"pure" ideas, what the categories really are, relate to the "impure" field of the sensible?
The task of deducing the categories is hopeless and absurd. Their ontological status remains a
mystery.
Substance is not a separate category, but the subject of all categories or ideas. Categories are the
foundation of judgments, not the other way around. They are not prior to experience, but
equiprimordial with it. There is a basic absurdity in making knowledge a predicate while
depriving being of it, since knowledge is always knowledge of beings.
Space and time are not a priori intuitions, but ideas formed by negation. They are not pure forms
of experience, but derived from it through memory and vision.
Basing the categorical imperative on the metaphysics of freedom of the will is an obvious
contradiction: morality is a necessary condition of social life. Kant makes man an uncaused
event in nature, which contradicts reason and science.
Antinomies result when an idea (world or being) is qualified or defined by other ideas,
(infinite/finite; simple/complex; cause/effect; necessary/contingent). These can only qualify
concepts or substances, which make up the totality of beings. What applies to the parts, does not
apply to the whole. The world is not in time and space, but the other way around: time and space
are in the world. All metaphysical statements generate antinomies.
There are no conditions of knowledge, only knowledge of conditions.

Hegel
Hegel's deduction of ideas and reality by dialectical method is pure sophistry. His system
absorbed and repeated all the mistakes of previous philosophies by trying to define and

conceptualize ideas (categories). Calling being the most abstract and empty term and equating it
with nothing is absurd and false. Being is contrary to nothing; its only meaning is identical with
world or totality. This contrariety is the foundation of logic and reason because, without
negation, no thinking or truth is possible. He recognized and constantly used the power of the
negative, which contradicted his definion of being as empty or nothing. He inherited from
Aristotle the mistaken notion that contrariety is the greatest difference, and sublimated it into
identity. In the end, being develops into the absolute idea as self-conscious spirit, annulling all
negations. Categories do not become: only substances change, and yet, maintain their identities.
Becoming is an idea and therefore a predicate of a concept (substance), contrary to permanent
self-identity.
Negation is not mediation: if negation of negation means affirmation of the thesis, then no
synthesis can result. The rational is not the real; the concrete is not totality; the individual is not
the state; freedom is not necessity. The end result of Hegel's method is the total rejection of
method and system.

Schopenhauer
Accepting Kantian dualism, Schopenhauer reinterpreted it through false equations: will =
irrational = timeless = aimless versus concept = phenomenal = rational = time/space = causality
= knowledge. He contradicts himself by advising to negate the will by willing artistic
contemplation and a passive lifestyle. This is the ideology of individualism. He was correct to
call Hegel a windbag, reject dialectics, and affirm the irrationality of nature and human
existence.

Nietzsche
Nietzsche inherited the false dichotomy of will versus knowledge from the tradition. By asserting
the will as the ultimate principle, he denied the reality of knowledge and truth. It is impossible to
negate truth and being without also negating fiction and becoming. His notion of eternal
recurrence is incompatible with the will to power: if everything returns, then the will is a
powerless fiction, which leaves no room for chance or chaos andnothing new under the sun. His
creation of separate moralities for masters and slaves is both wrong and false: power is not the
aim, but the means by which the will seeks truth and justice. There is nothing beyond good and
evil.

Positivism
Positivism is a kind of metaphysics because it equates meaning with truth, experience, and
reference, and claims the meaningless is the unverifiable. There can be no criteria of meaning,
truth, and reference because they are ideas, not concepts, and only definable terms can have
criteria. Metaphysics is not meaningless, but false. Meaning and truth are not synonyms: lies are
meaningful, but untrue. Evaluative statements can be objective and true as well.

Linguistic Philosophy

There are no philosophical problems about language. We all know how to use language, since it
is an instrument of knowledge; so, all problems are problems of knowledge, not language.
Meanings are in the world; language, in itself, is meaningless. Ordinary language does not
provide a clue to metaphysical puzzles, but is their source, which is not all right. All languages
are translatable because they are all various forms of meanings of one world. There are primitive
languages and developed, superior, languages; therefore, translations are never accurate. There is
nothing common between the world and language, in either form or content. The world
determines language and not the other way around.
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